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1. INTRODUCTION
Various types of materials are being used in
engineering applications. These materials
include metals, non-metals, composites,
polymers, rubber, wood, glass, refractory, cotton
and their variants. The design and suitability
requirement dictates the material to be used
either in solid form or in porous form. The use of
porous material has increased now-a-days, in the
applications like lightweight structure, vibration
control, acoustic absorption and artificial wood,
thermal management heat shield, consumable
core for casting, biocompatible inserts, filters,
spargers and flame arrestors. Porous materials
have excellent stiffness to its weight ratio for
bending, low density, good shear strength,
reasonable fracture strength, high flexural
strength, excellent heat transfer capability,
ability to absorb impact at constant load, texture
for cell growth and good corrosion resistance [1].
Porous materials are categorized into two types
based on opening of the cell. The first is open
cell porous material which has open pores and
fluid can flow through it, while in close cell
porous material, pores remain closed and fluid
cannot flow through it. There are many proceses
used in fabrication of both types of structures
like gas injection into metal, decomposition of
foaming agents, plasma spraying, sintering of
metal fibers/powders, space holder method,

replication, combustion synthesis, vapour
deposition, rapid prototyping etc. [2].

Rapid Prototyping (RP) is a novel, additive
manufacturing process used to create three
dimensional objects as per Computer Aided
Design (CAD) data. Porous implants with
controlled shape, size and porosity can also be
fabricated through this process. The RP process
starts with the CAD modeling of the desired part
which is being carried out, with the help of
softwares like SOLID WORKS, PRO-E
WILDFIRE, and UNIGRAPHICS etc. In the
second step, the part is tessellated and stored in
stereolithography (STL) format, a de facto RP
standard. In this format, the CAD part is
converted into a number of triangles. These
triangles may contain defects like planar holes,
flipped triangles, shells, overlapping triangles,
intersecting triangles etc. These defects are
removed using software like MAGICS. Thereafter,
in the third step, the slicing of STL file is done
wherein; a 3-Dimensional (3D) STL part is sliced
into a number of layers, having 2-Dimensional
(2D) cross sectional area. The part is deposited
layer by layer as per the process followed in RP.
It may be deposited from a liquid, powder or solid
sheet. In the fourth step, post processing in the
form of heating or dipping in solution is carried
out so that the strength of the prototype part can
be enhanced. RP process can be classified based
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on the material used, as liquid, powder or solid
sheet.

Some of RP techniques utilize metal powder.
These include Selective Laser Sintering/ Melting
(SLS/SLM), Laser Engineered Net Shaping
(LENS) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM). Using
these techniques Open Cell Porous Metallic
Structures (OCPRIMS) can be fabricated in
accordance with pre defined CAD models [3]-[7].
Enhancement of strength is an important issue
to be addressed which often lacks in such kind of
metal structures. A literature review for strength
enhancement of porous metal structures has also
been carried out [4]-[7].

2. FABRICATION OF OCPRIMS USING
METAL POWDER BASED RP
TECHNIQUES

The metal based RP techniques used for the
fabrication of OCPRIMS are enumerated as
under:

2.1. Laser engineered net shaping

Balla et al. (2007) investigated the fabrication of
inherent and designed process structure of
Commercially Pure Titanium (CP Ti) powder (size
50 -150µm) using LENS process [3]. Two different
approaches i,e. approach ‘A’ and approach ‘C’ were
utilized. The same is shown in Fig. 1. Laser power,
scan speed, powder feed rate, hatch distance, Z-
increment were taken as process parameters as
stated in Table 1. The specimens were fabricated.
Compressive strength, 2% proof strength, Vicker
micro hardness were measured. Bulk density was
also measured using Archimedes principle. The
relative density of the specimens fabricated from
approach ‘A’ was found to be of the order of 33% to
77%. It was analysed that density of the part
decreased with the increase of scan speed, increase
of powder feed rate and decrease of laser power.
The density of CP Ti porous specimen (Approach
‘A’) was found to be 2.5-3.5 g/cc while (Approach
‘C’) was 1.8-2.2 g/cc. Based on the results of
microstructure, Vickers hardness and 2% proof
strength, specimens fabricated with approach ‘C’
with porosity in the range of 35-42% were found
close to the modulus of human cortical bone.

Balla et al. (2010) [4] experimented with
Tantalum metal powder (size 45-75µm) using LENS
to form net shaped porous structure suitable for
implants. Porous samples of Ta having 7.5 mm

diameter and 10.5mm height were fabricated by
selecting laser power of 125W and 350W, scan speed
10mm/s and 20mm/s, powder feed rate of 126g/min
and 141g/min and laser scan between 0.381mm and
1.27mm. The relative densities of Ta samples varied
between 45% to 73%. In vitro study was performed
on Ti plate and Ta porous structure by in growing
hFOB cells. The study revealed greater cell
adhesion, proliferation and differentiation on porous
Ta structure than Ti plate. On further adjustment
of parameters, Young’s modulus of porous Ta can
be tailored to match the human bone by changing
the porosity from 27% to 55%.

2.2. Electron beam melting (EBM)
Parthasarathy et al. (2010) [5] fabricated open cell
porous net shape structures of Ti-6Al-4V using

Figure 1: Approaches used for fabrication using LENS

Table 1
Parameters Selected for Lens

Parameter Approach ‘A’ Approach ‘C’

Laser Power (W) 250, 300 250, 300

Scan Speed (mm/s) 5, 10, 15 18

Powder feed rate (g/min) 18, 23 28, 38

Hatch distance (mm) 0.762, 1.27 1.27

Z-increment (mm) 0.127-0.508 0.177-0.228
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EBM. These fabricated structures had the
designed strut sizes of 800µm and 450µm,
designed pore sizes of 1000-2040µm with designed
porosities of 60.91%, 68.6%, 75.83% and 74%. The
dimensions of the fabricated specimens were
measured and found that sizes of struts increased
while pore sizes reduced, thereby reducing
porosities of the specimens from 5 % to 23%. The
compression testing showed decrease in
compressive strength with increase in porosity of
the specimens with strut sizes 882µm to 941µm.
However, very little change in compressive
strength was observed for the strut size 466µm.
The same is shown in Fig. 2.

Li et al. (2010) fabricated honeycomb
structures with the help of spherical Ti-6Al-4V
(mean diameter size 50 µm) using EBM [6]. The
structure shown in Fig. 3(a) having two porosity
levels, one of 65% with pore size 1080 µm, strut
size 560µm and other with the porosity level of

51.4% with pore size 600µm and strut size 680µm
were fabricated. The graded pore structure shown
in Fig. 3(b) with porosity 45.6% was also
fabricated. Compression testing was also carried
out using universal testing machine.

The compressive test results exhibited
compressive strength 366.5±7.16 MPa, yield
strength 328.06±2.13MPa and Young’s modulus
of 64.7±4.06 GPa for porosity 45%. The specimen
with porosity of 51.4%, showed compressive
strength 286.64±35.45MPa, yields strength
184.45±15.94MPa and Young’s modulus of
25.89±2.82GPa. The specimens with porosity level
of 65%, showed compressive strength 110.4±26.35
MPa, yield strength 89.7±12.47MPa and Young’s
modulus of 2.72±0.64 GPa. It was observed that
decrease in porosity caused increase in
compressive strength. The same is presented in
Fig. 4. The specimens with 51.4% porosity showed
similarity of mechanical properties with human
cortical bone and may be utilized for fabrication
of load bearing implants.

2.3. Selective laser sintering/melting
SLS/SLM is one of the powder based RP processes
which has the ability to process a wide range of
materials. In this process, the CAD part is sliced
into layers of 0.05 to 0.3 mm thickness. This
information of layer contour is used to sinter the
selected two dimensional areas of each layer. In
this process, fine powder is spread over the
machine bed, using a re-coater/roller. Thereafter,
it is scanned selectively by a laser beam, so as to
overcome the surface tension of the grains and
facilitate sintering among the particle. Using

Figure 2: Porosity Vs compressive strength

(a) (b)

(a) Simple honeycomb (b) Graded structure

Figure 3: Honeycomb structures Figure 4: Results of compressive testing
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infrared heaters, the entire machine bed is heated
just below the melting point of the material and
facilitates sintering of the material on the laser
scan. Schematic of SLS/SLM process is shown in
Fig. 5

Ahamdi et al. (2014) designed cellular
structure having each cell of diamond lattice unit.
Relationship for prediction of their mechanical
properties namely elastic modulus, Poisson ratio,
critical buckling load and plateau stress were
evaluated using Eulers-Bernoullis beam theory
and Timoshenko beam theory [7]. Finite Element
(FE) method was also used to predict mechanical
properties. Specimens with designed structure
were fabricated by SLM using Ti-6Al-4V.
Mechanical testing was carried out to validate the
results. It has been concluded that for small
apparent density, analytical solutions were found
in good agreement with experimental results. For
large apparent density, experimental results
deviated from analytical solution (Euler-
Bernoullis beam) but were in agreement with
Timoshenko beam theory and FE models.

3. ENHANCEMENT OF STRENGTH
RELATED STUDIES

Asoka et al. (1985) prepared granules of titanium
powder (size 420µm to 500µm) using Rotational
Electrode Process (REP). Porous titanium
specimens were prepared by sintering the
prepared powder [8]. The powder was compacted
first and sintered in the vacuum (1×10 -3 Pa) at
1000oC in alumina mould for 1 hour. Thereafter,
the specimens were further sintered without the
mould at 1400oC for 2 hours. The mechanical tests
were carried out. Compressive strength of the
porous titanium was found of the order of 184
±34MPa, the modulus of elasticity 5.2 to 5.9 GPa,
bending strength 73 ± 9 MPa and tensile strength

of 46.5±6.1 MPa. Specimens with solid titanium
rod with diameter 0.8 mm, 1.2 mm and 1.6 mm
were inserted into the powder granules and
sintered. The specimens with varying length of
same core diameters were sintered. Compression
tests were conducted using compressive testing
machine. The compressive strength of the
specimens were found to increase with the
increase in core diameter while it remained
unaffected by increase in length.

Dewidar and Lim (2008) fabricated solid core
with outer porous of Ti-6Al-4V (size 56µm) with
conventional sintering process. Solid cores of
diameter 8, 10, 12mm were fabricated using a
hollow foil in the die and Ti-6Al-4V powder was
inserted into it [9]. A mixture of Ti-6Al-4V powder
along with carbamide (size 1.2mm) was mixed in
weight ratio 30, 50 and 70% with ethanol binder
for 2 hours and put on the outer side of the
specimen. The compacts were heated in the
furnace at 200 oC for 2h so that complete
Evaporation of carbamide could take place. The
specimens were sintered in the furnace at 1250
oC for 2hrs. The details of the manufacturing
process are shown in Fig. 6.

Singh and Pandey (2016) fabricated
OCPRIMS with solid core for enhancing the
strength of the porous metallic structure [10].
They developed a technique to fabricate the same
using Three Dimensional Printing (3-DP) followed
by pressureless sintering. For fabrication of inner
core two methods were used. In method-1 only
spherical metal power of bronze was used while
in method-2 solid rod of bronze was inserted in
the cavity of 3-D specimens. Prior to this CAD
models with inner square cavity 2×2, 4×4 and 6×6

Figure 5: Selective Laser Sintering/Melting

Figure 6: Fabrication of inner solid outer porous
structure
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mm2 were modelled and thereafter fabricated
using 3-DP machine. These models were wrapped
in the reflecting tape and backed with plaster of
paris. One side of the model was remained open
to facilitate inflow of metal powder. After pouring
of powder, the specimens were vibrated and
sintered at arrived parameters of sintering i.e.,
1hour at 835oC for powdered specimens and 1hour
30min for rod-cored specimens. The details of the
procedure are shown in Fig. 7.

The tensile, compressive and impact testing
of the specimens were carried out. OCPRIMS solid
rod core showed higher test values in comparison
to powdered core structures.

4. CONCLUSION

Rapid prototyping technology is useful for
fabrication of OCPRIMS and their strength can
be enhanced by incorporating solid core
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